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This ·1\f'Sis pr{'SI~nts a sysiC'mat ic st.ndy of I lw par;und ric idt>nl ilkat j,m a11d 
;l!·ohahility clc•script.ion of ship roll mol ion. :\ rww nwt.ltocl for pararnd rir idc·nt iii 
l'aliun using modulating funct.ion t.edtniqll«' is proposl'd. Tlw rnc•t.l11ul pro\'idt•s il l l 
PasiPr way of solving a wid<! rang<· of ship roll paranll't.ric idt•fll.ificat.iou prold•·tlls 
including p;munet.ric: idcutificatiou from fr<•<• roll dcc;ty dal a, forn·d roll dai.;J ''"d 
randomly <·xcit.ccl roll data. Anot.ll<'r advant.a,L!;<' is t.lwt. it can lw us<•d to c·st.irnalt· 
the parameters of nonliJH~ar damping rnonwnl., nonliu«'ar-t.irrw-d<•JH'IIdt>JJI. r<'sl.or-
ing lllOllll'lll and the strength of <·xcit at ion from tll<'iiSIIr<'d roll rcspons1' wit.!J,,ut 
ltc·n~ssarily knowing th<' <!Xcitation. This rnak<•s t.h<• predi<"l.ion of :;hip dynatllit· 
stal,ilit.y possible because the ship roll par;wwl.ers nw bt• ohLairwd frolll only t.lw 
roll response of a. ship. Furthermore, the new 111ei.ltod avoids a t11niu sourn· of 
romputnt.ional error which results from t.lw rtiiiiH'rical diffpn•utiat.iou of lit<• nu·a-
surPd data which is used by many current. paranwt.rk id<~nt.ificat.ion lll<'l.ltodli, and 
t herdorc it can produce more accur<tle H!1mlt.s. 
The second part of the work deals with l.ht~ probabilit.y dPscriptioll of roll 
motion. From estimated roll paramdt!r:o~, the joint. probability di~t.ribut.ion of r<1ll 
il.ngle and velocity as well as proba.hil i ty d ist.ri bu t.ion of pc~aks of roll mot. ion itl'l! 
derived using the Markov approximation. 
The method has been validated by applying it to analyse sevt~ral sltip mil 
data including the following, (I) experimental roll dal.a (Jf four ship modds; ('2) 
Ill 
'~JIIlt!ril'ally silllubttt~d rnll data: (:l) rrwasun~d roll data of a full scale ~hip at sea. 
lu .til t.ht ! ;dHJ\'t! applir·at.ions , the propoM·d nwthod lws l>cc:n found to proJucc 
rrron· Sitl.isfying n~sult.s . 
Tlw prolHd,ilit.y rlistrilmtions of the roll angle. roll velocity and p<'aks of roll 
rr1ol.i1JII obt.airwd by a lltiiiWric;tl approximation also show a good agrccrrwnt with 
tlw n-kvant. histograms of t.h(! ('Xperirr)('nlal data. All tlwsc r<'sults suggest that 
tlw propost•d nwtlwd ;., a succ:c•ssful approach for the ship roll motion st.udy. 
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Chapter 1 
Introduction 
1.1 Ship Roll Motion 
The st.udy of ship motion~-> a.t sea is vPry i 111 porta111. for slti p st.abi I i l.y and 
safety. Of all ship motions, the roll motion is the most crurial and tlw 111ost. 
dilficult one t.o pn•dirt. The roll 111otion of a ship, in scu11e situation:;, 111ay n·••ch 
d<lllgcrousiJ large <.rnplit.udes and Gtll rc~sult in cap:;i;.:iug of tlw :.hip. Modf'rll 
hydrodynamic theories ha.'ied on polent.!::d !low a.c;;stllllpt.ions c:ut ~iw• n·aso11ahlc· 
prL•diction of the ship motions with the PXCeption of till' roll ntotion, Tlu• roll 
clamping is mainly caused by the viscosity of water which is not accourttf'd for 
in the pot.<'ntial flow. One wa.y for estimating the ship roll charadc~rist.ics is t.o 
employ parametric identification m-~ '. hods. f11 tlwsf~ uwl.hods, the roll mot.iou is 
assumed to be governed by a second-order cliffcr<~ttl. ial <!qn;ll.iotl whosc• rHtrartlf'l.c•r:; 
are to he determined. These parameters can be est.imat.c~d from fn•c! roll dc·cay 
test or, in a more rcsonahlc way, from rTH!asurf•d roll datil of il ship t.ravc·lin~ at. 
:·wn. 
The main purpose of the prcsm1t study is t.o fiud a mdlwd wl1id1 Glll (!sl.illlal.c! 
roll parameters or a ship at. sea. Thf~ (!Stirn<tl.ion by t.hc: IIH!I.hod slumld CJII!y 
2 
dr·rwnd IJII thr: tll<'it.'illrC'd roll angle! records, becn.•rsc other in format ion. such as 
1lw r·xcit.<tt.iort frorn v-mvcs, is difficult to be obtained. Fwm the <'stimat('d roll 
par;undc·rs, t.h1! ship stability can he <-'iSCSS('d. 
1.2 Parametric Identification of Ship Roll 
Motion 
Th<• pio11e<~ri ng work of Froude [I J marked the start of ship roll parametric 
r·st irrrat.iorl. ~1arry studies followed which ranged from simple to complicated ap-
pro:•dt,•s and from a liru·ar approximation to nonlinear approach. l\·lost early 
st.udir>s w<•w foc-used on the estimation of roll pammcters from free roll decay 
U•st.s, which is r<·lativdy simple. The deficiency in the early work is that the pa-
r<IIIH'I.<•rs <'st.irnated from free roll tests in calm water may change when the ship 
loading or ot.hcr conditions chang<>. Only in recent years, more attention is being 
paid l.o t.he <•stirnation of roll parameters from forced roll data. 
1.2.1 Parametric Identification from Free Roll Decay 
Data 
Different methods can he used for the analysis of free roll decay test data 
to t•sl.inml<' roll parameters. Froudc [1 J proposed an energy method to obtain 
da111ping parameters by equating the energy loss of the damping to the work done 
by t.hc restoring moment. Since the estimation relics on the slope of the decay 
Clll'\'t', this nlilk('S the method sensitive to the precise amplitude at the start of 
t.llt' curve. 
Hoberts developed the Froude method to a new energy method [2], which can 
hautll<· the nonlinear restoring moment terms in the roll equation. Improvements 
are still Ill'<'dcd for applying this IIWthod to th<• m<>asured roll datil with twtsc•, 
because it is "critically dependent. on the succ<•ss of lhc• fai ri np; prnr<•ss '' of tilt' 
experimental data {3]. 
The DEFIT method and the energy approach propost•d by Bas:-~ and Haddam 
[·I] show an advantage, that the information of whole roll curve, not only t.lw 1wak 
values, can be used for the estimation. Thus t.he roll pa.ram<'l<•rs ran he t•st.inmt.<•d 
from a relatively short record. 
In reference (5] ( 13a.Hs and If addara), a particular' study wa . ._ pr!'SI'rtf c•d for ship 
roll damping identification of some small fishing vessels. The inwstigat.ions includ«• 
not only the roll damping but also the roll-sway coupled damping. 
One of the main sources of error in the e:-~timat.ion, in many curn•nt. nwt.h-
ods, is the process of the nurnerk;d diffC'rent.ial.ion of <-~Xp<~riJJwnl.ill data. Tlw 
method proposed in this thesis uses numerical int<!grat.iou iust.ead of nunwrical 
differentiation to handle the roll equation, so lh(~ a.ccura<:y of the eslinHtl.iou can 
be improved. 
The analysis of the experimental roll data for three ship modd~ hy the pro· 
posed method is presented in Chapter 4. Using the estimated parameters, thf! 
linear relationship between the natural frcqucnc:ic:~ of roll rnoticm and thf! values 
of mctacenldc height a.'5 well as the relationship between rnaxirnurn amplitude:-; of 
roll angle and the damping parameters arc demonstrated. 
1.2.2 Parametric Identification from Forced Roll Data 
Forced roll motion usually refers to the roll motion with a single sinwmidal 
wave excitation, such as the roll motion of a ship in reguhr beam waw!s. As 
mentioned before, it is not certain whether the pararnf!ters obtained froraJ free roll 
·1 
dr•r·;Jy r.r·st. iu cairn water c:<tn IH' used to provide accnrat.e predictions of the roll 
tlltJI.iwt nf a ship a!. Sl'il. At k·ast it is true, that the restoring moment of a ship at 
:,t •a will ch<tnge wlH~II the ship loading changes. It is desirable t.o dcwlop a method 
which c;ul ~~st.imatc· the ship roll parameters from the dynamic response of a ship 
llllllt!r n~rt.ai 11 excitation. 
Spoug<· [:~] compared three methods which arc available for the analysis of 
forn•d roll <'XJWrinwnl.s, from whkh the model's nonlinear roll damping paramc-
l<·rs can IH! dd.<~rmincd. The three methods arc <t quasi-linear method, an energy 
rw ~t.hod and ;t pNturba.tion method. The third met;wd was found impractical. 
Th<~ ot.lwr r.wo methods, which are only slightly different, produced better results. 
llow<•vt•r, IH'rause ho!.h methods arc based on the equivalent linear approxima-
t.ion, c•ven for nurliPrically simulated dat.a, the estimation for nonlinear damping 
para IIJPI.Prs hy thc•s<~ methods is not accurate enough. 
i\ nwt.hod using system identification techniques \\'as proposed by Gawthrop 
"' al [(ij. 'l'lr<' method can he used to est.imatc roll parameters from forced roll 
lllotion, where the excitation moment is composed of some concatenated sine-
Wil\'t•s. It. is inconvenient to apply this method to the case of roll motion with a 
sin~lt· :;in<'-wavc excitation such as the excitation from regular beam waves. The 
r<•ason is t.hat. the method is based on the linear estimation scheme. A single 
siru•-wave <'Xcilation can not. provide enough information for the estimation of all 
roll pitranwt.ers by this scheme. 
Tht• <'IH'r~y melhod devdopcd by IIaddara. [7) can also be used for the analysis 
nf fotn•d roll data. An example was given for the identification of roll parameters 
from nunwril'ally simulated roll data with a uinglc sine4 wave excitation. 
The method propos<.'_ by Zhang and Haddam [SJ shows sonw advant a~t·s m·t•r 
other avai !able methods. Such <t.'i, it ran be u~wd t.o esti ma It• tlw para nwt <'rs of t ht• 
nonlinear restoring and damping monwnt s as \\'{'II a.., t.llt' st n·n~t.h and ph asp of lilt' 
excitation moment from measured roll rt~sponsc only. ~lon•ovt•r, I ht• t•st.imat.ion 
scheme allows the excitation to be a single sine-wave, a s11111 of sill<'-W<t\'t•s or in 
other forms. Other important improv<'nwnl. is on t.he an·umcy of l.ht' Psi imat.ion 
due to the high efficiency of t.he modulating function t.Pchniqllt'. 
In Chapter ;3, this mct.hocl hit.., hccn t.cstc•d by applying it. l.o t.h<· illlfllysis uf 
numerically simulated roll data and roll dat.a measured from Hhip rno<lt•l lt'st.s in 
regular beam waves. In both cas('s, the nwt.hocl givt• vc•ry good t•sl.il!lal.ion of all 
roll parameters. From the numerically simulated dat.a, tlw nonlill<'ar dampiug anrl 
nonlinear-time-dependent restoring moment. r.harart.eristics as well it.'i t.lw am pli-
tudes and phases of two sine-wave cxcitationR arc estimated at. tit<~ sanw t.inH' wit.lt 
a high accuracy. 
1.2.3 Parametric Identification from Random Roll Data 
It is a complicated problem to estimate t.hc roll paramet(!rs fmm random roll 
data. The difficulty is due to both the nonlinearities in the roll equation and the 
random excitation. Kountzeris ct al [9] employed the 1lamc ~ystcrn idc!Htificat.iou 
method used in reference [6] to solve the problem. Because tlw method rH'(!ds 
wave elevations in the vicinity of the ship it.'i an inp•tt data for the pararndric 
identification, it is difficult to apply it in practice. 
Roberts [10] proposed a method based on the Markov property of llw erwrgy 
envelope process to solve the same problem. In the method, white noisf! excitation 
and light damping assumptions arc used. Moreover, the enmgy mtv<!lope used 
6 
111 tlw nwthod is calculated from the roll velocity, the accurate \'alue of which 
is w~ry dirficult to be obtained from measured roll data with noise. For some 
lllltrH'rically simulated roll data, the method produced reasonable but not very 
guod <~stimation. No examples arc found to apply this method to the analysis of 
c•x1wrinH~nt.al dat.a. 
The~ raudorn dcc:rement technique has hccn used succssfully in the damping 
identification of linear systf'ms. llacldara [ll] developed this techni(!ue using the 
ronn•pt of Markov approximation and made it applicable to nonlinear systems 
arising in t.he ship roll problems. The basic assumption underlying the Markov 
approximation is that the dynamic system has no memory. The equation for 
ramlom ch•crernf'nt. has the same form as the free decay roll e<Juation. This con-
t.ribut.ion is very useful because the parametric identification from random roll 
111otion can he handled in the same way as the parametric identification from free 
ch·my roll motion. 
H<·fcrencc [ 12] (Wu) presents some work of the parametric estimation from 
random roll data using the random decrement technique. The white noise excita-
tion Clssurnption is also used. The equation for the random decrement used in the 
study cau he considered as the first order approximation of the random decrement 
c•quat.ion used in the present work. 
All of the above methods work only in limited range of roll problems. No 
ml'thod <'xists in the literature which can be used for the estimation of the roll 
paranwl<•rs from the roll motion of a ship in random oblique waves. 
In this t.IH'sis, an <~quation derived from the original roll equation is used for the 
paramd.ric identification. This equation may be an equation for autocorrelation 
-· I 
of roll angle or an equation for raPdom dern·nwnt of roll illt~h·. ThP ;uh·ant ap;P 
of this transformation is that the study of a random difft•n·utial <'qual ion ran ht• 
shifted to the study of an ordinary diffcn•ntialt•quat. ion withlHrt. introduring any 
approximation. 
This method docs not need the M~rkov approximation and t.lw iiSSIItnpt.ion of 
white noise excitation, so a more realistic narrow-haud <'Xrit.at.iou is nst•tl in t.llt' 
study. (t:l] 
In Chapter 5, the method has been used for t.he aualysis of a serit•s of ship 
roll data: t.he roll data of three ship models suhj{·clt•d to random wavt' f'Xrit.at.ion, 
the numerically simulated roll data with a narrow-band mrulom <'xcitation, and 
the measured roll data of a full scale fishing vessel at :·wa. Bot h aut.ocorrdat.ion 
equation and random decrement equation are used for t.lw paramel.rir: (•st.ima.t.ion. 
The calculated results indicate that the present. method is a simple yd an elrid(•n t. 
estimation procedure. 
1.3 Parametric Identification Method Using 
the Modulating Function Technique 
The ship roll equation is of the same form as an (!<Jttal.ion of it single i 11 pu f.. 
output system popularly seen in automatic control engineering field. Our para-
metric identification method is also developed from a l:lystmn identification met. hod 
using modulating function technique [14], which has been known for sonH! lirrw 
in the fid i of automatic control engineering. This method is df!sigm!d for ttw 
parametnc identification from a linear syRtcm using both input and output. !iig· 
nals. Similar to Fourier transform, it can transform a cliffen!nlial C(JtJat.ion to 
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:m ;d~dmtir: r~q11atiou, so t.he differentiation of the measured Jata in the system 
c~qwt1.ion C<Lil be avoided. It also shows other merits such a.s linear, no iteration 
arul no c11tolf error. In the ship roll problem, the input signal representing the 
wave excit<ttion moment is unknown, so some extensions are needed to apply this 
uwt.hod. The solution is to model the real excitation moment by a numerically 
gc•rwralt•d c~xc:it.ation moment with the condition that the assumed excitation mo-
rrwnt. should ha.ve a. similar spectrum density distribution and strength as that of 
t.lu• original Pxc:itation moment. Tbe strength of this assumed excitation moment 
is l.o IH' del.crmirH'd from the roll response data. 
II. is t.h<~ first. t.imc, to the author's knowledge, to introduce the system identi-
fication method using modulating function technique into t.he ship roll problem. 
Tlw prc•sent. nwthod is the only known method which can estimate nonlinear 
da111ping, nonlinear-time-dependent restoring parameters and the strength of ex-
cit.nt.ion moment from the roll response only. 
More details about the derivation of the method and the modulating function 
l.c~d111ique nm be found in Chapter 2. 
1.4 Probability Description of Ship Roll 
Motion 
If the extreme values of roll angle can be predicted, many ship losses may be 
avoided by taking appropriate precaution. To predict the probability distribu-
tion of roll angle, roll velocity and peaks of roll motion from the estimated roll 
paraml'l.ers is another p~art of the present study. For such a nonlinear random 
vibration prohlt•m, the exact solution is only available for a limited number of 
!l 
simple rases. Therefore, consid<•rable efforts han• gotH' into tht• dt'\'t'loplllt'll\. of 
approximations and numerical lllt'thod:s. Tlw most JHJWt•rful nwt.hocl fnr det<-r· 
miniug the probability structure of the responst' of a uonlinPar syst.<·m is ha.sed ou 
the Markov approximation with t.he a . .;stlmpt.ion that tht• input is a \Vhitl' noi.'il'. 
In this CMe, the transition probability of the rt'SJHmst• satisfit•s till' Fokkt•r-Pianrk 
C'quation [1.5]. The exact solution of this etptation can he found only fnr a ft•w 
cases [16]. To avoid solving this equation directly, lladdtlra. [17] has dt•ri\'l'd a sl't. 
of approximate equations for t.he mean ancl variance of roll angle! and velocity. 
In this thesis, the Galcrkin :VIet hod is u:wd to solvP tlw Fokkt•r-Pia.nck t•quation 
[ 18]. Using estimated roll parameters, the solutions give til<' prohahilit.y distrihu-
t.ion of roll angle, roll velocity and JH'aks of roll angle. Tlw cakulat.cd rt'Hults arc~ 
then compared with the analytical solutions of <t special r,a..·H~ and good agrP('IW'Ill. 
is observed. Thf> ~alculatcd results are also compared with the histograms of roll 
mot.ion cxt.ractcd from the experimental data of .'ihip models and the llll'<l..'ittrt•d 
data of a full scale ship, and good agreement is alHo obt.aiued. 
~lore details about this work arc presented in Chapter 6. 
Chapter 2 
System Identification Using the 
Modulating Function Technique 
2.1 Problem Formulation 
The roll motion of a ship subjected to an excitation moment M(t) can be 
dt•Hcrihcd by the following second-order ordinary differential equation: 
l,:P+C(cp) +D(cp,t) = M(t) (2.1) 
where l is the virtual mass roll moment of inertia of the ship and c.p is the roll 
angle. C(~). D(cp,t) are nonlinear damping and restoring moments, respectively. 
A dot over the variable means the differentiation with respect to time. 
The damping moment has been classically represented as follows, 
(2.2) 
The restoring moment D(cp, t) is usually expressed as an odd polynomial in 
t.hc angle of roll cp(l). To include the effect of time variations in the restoring 
moment caused by oblique or following waves, we write the restoring moment as: 
10 
II 
where l'h JLz, ILJ arc linear a.n<.l noulirwar codficirnts of restoration krms; ~~· a nd w 
are, respectively, the amplitude and frcqu(•ncy of Lhe tirne-dep<·rul<"lll variat ion in 
the restoration. In this expression, the roll motion is rotlsi(l<'rt~d to IH• dcroupll'd 
with other motions of the ship. 






, I \ =-I (:l . .')) 
The main objective of this work is to find a method for the precli<:tion of the 
variables in equation (2.4) from the measured record of roll angh~ cp(t). Orw of t. lu~ 
methods that can be used for this purpose is the Energy Method [ IUJ. llow<~vcr , 
a major disadvantage of this method is that it depends on the calculation of the 
roll velocity from the ro1J angle record using numerical differentiation. This iM 
a drawback when dealing with noisy records Himilar lo the one Hhown in Figure 
2.1. Methods which depend on numerical integration instead of numerical diff(!r· 
cntiation in the formulation of the prediction equations usually provid<! surH!rior 
results. Another factor that should be observed is that the prediction < ~quatious 
should provide sufficient information for the estimation of all unknown pararrwters 
12 
at hand (see Gawthrop [()]). The modulating function technique discussed in the 
rwxt :;<•dion ha.'i these advantages. 
2.2 Modulating Function Technique 
'l'lw modulating funct.ion technique is used lo solve the equation of linear 
syst•!ms in t.he realm of automatic control engineering using input and output 
data (i 'IJ. In thi1l work, it is applied to a nonlinear system. A further extension is 
to use this tcc:hniquc to predict parameters from the measured output data only. 
'vVavc elevations representing the input data, in the case of ship motion at sea, are 
difficult. to obtain. 
Similar to Fourier and Laplace transforms, the principle of the modulating 
rllnd.ion technique is to convert the system differential equation into a simple 
algebraic: equation. Thf! modulating function operator is defined as: 
(2.6) 
where A"(t) is the modulating function and cp( t) is the output signal of the system. 
If A11 (l) is chosen to be e-inr, the modulating function operation is simply 
t.hc Fourier transform. In this work, A"(t) is chosen to be the weighted Hermite 
function defined as: 
(2.7) 
where llra(l) is a Hermite polynomial of order n, given as: 
Using equation (2. 7), one can show that. tlu• rth-ordPr dPri\·;tt. i w of .-\ •• can I )I' 
expressed as: 
( :.!. !) ) 
The modulating function operation on the derivat.iv<! of c.p(l) 1:-1 gJVC~II a.:;: 
(2.10) 
Because An(±oo) = 0, integrating equation (2.10) hy parts giv(!H, 
('l. I I ) 
Similarly, for higher order derivatives, one has, 
(~.1 ~) 
In this way, a differential operator is converted to an algebraic operator. 
Consider a linear system given by 
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wlwrc~ .\1,( l) is tlu~ input to the system. 
Applyiug modulation f11ru:tion operation to t~acb side of this equation, one gets 
the followinc; algebraic equatioil: 
/, 1\ 
L a,. 111m+n(c,?) == L di\fln(i\fi(t)) (2.14) 
m=O i=l 
Without. loss of gcrwrality, a1. can be set to unity. Letting n change from 1 
t.o /, + /\', the unknowns [a0 , a 1, .... af.-h d" d2 , ...... dK] can be obtained from the 
/, + A' indt>JH~ndcnt. simultaneous algebraic equations: 
/,-1 K L flm 1lfm+n(.P)- Ld; 1lfn(Mi{t)) = -\f!L+n(tp) (2.15) 
"'=0 
(n = l, 2, ... , L + f() 
lns(H'rtion of <·quat ion (2.15) shows that no differentiation of the output func-
tiou 1-~( l) is needed. The known coefficients in the above equations arc modulating 
function ini.C"F;rat.ionH on the recorded data. 
In practice . it is impossible to get an infinite record. The finite integration 
li111it.s can ht• used bt•cause An(t) approaches zero very fast as It! increases (see 
Figur<' 2.2). A limit T 00 can he given such as: 
(2.16) 
wht•n• 111 = nw.r[11], and 11 is the highest order of An(t). 
This lll<'<IIIS wllt'n '/' = 1'c..:,, A"(t) will be less than 10- 8 • 
In this work, a coordinate transformation is adoplt'd. Tlw modulat in~ fundion 
operation is defined as: 
llln(~P(l)) = 
Ill ( d<p) 




T / 1 l: An(r)dt 
0 I f 
'fr\{ln+t(tp(l)) + c.p('f)A'1 ('/~) -l'(O)t\ 11 ( -'f:,) 
i T d'J.t.p -d 2 An(r)dl (I t 
Tr.2 '~,~+:~(<p(t)) +(~~ITA"('!~)- t::!oA11 (-T,) 
+'l~cp(T)A"+ 1 ('!~)- r.p(O)J\ 11+1 ( -'1:1 )] 
'[~ + '[~ 
'fr = 
'/' 




7~, T~ can be chosen by the user in order to move th(! wf!ight. on <p in t.he 
integration. For example, in the case of free roll, tlw first st~vt~ral c:ydes are 
considered to be more accurate, so '[~ can be set to ~ero and 'l~ = '/~. This 
means that the largest weight is put on the part at tlw lwginniug of tlae record. 
(see Figure 2.3 ). If the boundary values of r..p and <Pare unknown or unimportant., 




The modulating fumtion technique has the following advantages: 
I. Gcncrali;~,ation : The method can be used to estimate parameters from 
it gc~neral form of ship roll equation provided that the unknown parameters arc 
not. asHoc:iatc~d with timet. For example, if one of the terms in the equation is 
A0 ."iiu(wl + 8), A0 and 8 c;m be easily predicted using this method but prediction 
of w is diHic:ult. 
2. Accuracy and Stability: because the method is based on the integration of 
nu~asured da.ta , the results arc less sensitive to the noise in the measurements or 
l.o tlw errors introduced by a numerical differentiation. 
2.3 Choice of Modulating Functions 
First, the algebraic equations for the solution of parameters must be indepen-
dent.. This condition is satisfied if the modulating functions were orthogonal to 
('arh other. 
TIIC' 111odulating functions An chosen in this work satisfy the following orthog-
ouality condition: 
6 _ { 1 (n = m) 
nm- 0 (n ~ m) (2.22) 
Second, if the exact values of the output data cp(t) at the ends [0, T] of the 
n·rord can not be easily obtained, it is desirable to have the following condition: 
17 
A"(O) = A"(T) = 0 ( •) •)'1) - · -t) 
The present modulating function also satisfies this conclit.ion. 
Other properties arc r\lso needed. For cxampl(', a function of the form 
satisfies the orthogonality condition, but it is not a good choice it.'i a modulat-
ing function. The reason is that when rz is very larg<• t.his funct.ion iN a highly 
oscillating function, and the integration 
( •) ')!':)) 
-·-· 
approaches zero. 
The modulating function technique ha..<J been known in the field of aut.oma.t.ic 
control engineering for some time. It is essentially used to predict. the pararn<!lcrs 
of linear systems through relating the input to the output of the systems. The new 
approach in this work is to usc this mf!thod to predict parameters in llw nonliru!ar 
roll equation using only output information. No information about the input. 
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Estimation of Ship Roll 
Parameters from Forced Roll 
Response 
3.1 Method of Solution 
The equation of ship roll motion in regular oblique waves can be obtained from 
equation (2.4) by substitHting the following expression for the exciting moment: 
(3.1) 
where D1 ;:; the moment amplitude, fl1 is the wave frequency of encounter and "Yt 
is t.he phase of the excitation moment. 
If the excitation is caused by irregular waves, the excitation moment can be 
cxprcsst~d approximately as: 
m 
f( M(l) =I: Disin(nit + ""ti) (3.2) 
i=l 
Substituting this expression into equation (2.4), we have 
fll 




The above equation can also IH' writ.l<'n a • .;: 
m 
= :L{C;.'>in(n,t) + S;co.-~(n,t)] (:1,.1) 
i=l 
where 
Ao = Aoli (:I..')) 
At= A11i (:Ui) 
A;~= 1h8 (:1. 7) 
C; = D;co.~(-r,) ( :I.H) 
si = D;.'lin{Ti) (:J.!J) 
If all the paramcter8 Bo, n.' Ao, A}, 112, Ao, At, Al, C'., si are known, IL :mlut.ion 
of equation (3.4) yields c.p( t) for each 0; ancl w. 
Applying the modulating function opr!ration on equation (:JA) and letting th(! 
order of modulating function operation n to vary from 0 to/,, (whac D = 2m+7), 
a set of algebraic equations are obtained as: 
'11n+2(<;?) + Bo'lln+d<t?) + Bttlln(<PI<PI) + Ao 11tn(<;?) + A,tll .. (c.pa) + A2tlln(cpr.) 
+Ao'lln(sin(wt)c.p) + Atl{fn(sin(wt)cl) + A2Wn(.'Jin(wl)c/) 
m 
= L[C;'IIn(sin(O;t)) + S;\fl,.(co.c;(fl;t))J (n = 0,1,2 ... ,L) ( :u f)) 
i=O 
and 
T J2 fo (dl~ A"(1~t- T")dt 
- 'J~'l\lfn+:.!(r.p) + ~~lrAn(1~)- (~~loAn(-T,.) 
+'l~[r.p(T)A"+ 1 (Te)- r.p(O)A"+1( -T .. )] 
Equation (3.10) can also be written in a. matrix form: 
AO=B 
0 is the vector of unknown parameters given as: 






If more quations are used, that is, letting the order of modulating function 
to vary from 0 to AI, Nl is greater than (2m + 7), then the matrix A is of 
( ( M + 1 )x( L + 1) ) order. In this case, a least squares technique can be used. 
All clements in matrix A except the second column an• modulatin~ fundion 
integrations on the measured records. They ran be rakulatt•d usin~ any uunH•riral 
integration method, such as an ordinary Simpson uumerical inl.t·gration met.hod. 
The second r:olumn is modulating function integration on th<• nonlirwar d;unp-
ing term, which includes the derivatives of the measured rf'eord. 1\H nwntiont•cl 
before, it is not easy to accurately calculate the derivative:-~ from mea.'iur,·d records 
containing errors. We have successfully avoided to deal with the l <•rnu1 lp, t..p 111 
the roll equation. This is the only term left which includes dcriv<\l.ives. 
Three approaches for calculating this term arc discussed in t.he following S<'C:-
tion. 
3.2 Improvements of Solution Accuracy 
3.2.1 Numerical Integration 
Define a function F(t) as: 
F(t) =lot cp(u)lcp(u)ldu +Constant (3.15) 
then the modulating function operation on nonlinear damping t~rm becomes, 
T T dF 
= fo cp(t)icp(t)IA"(r)dt = k d; A"(r)dt 
·r 




F( l) c:au he calculated from the measured data in the following way. 
N'~<tr t.ltc it.h point of the mea.'iured data, the roll angle can be approximated 
Theil we have 
<P.I<Pd = ,.;ign(cp;)(4a~t2 + 4a;bit + b~) 
l·i(l) = .sign(cpi)(ja}t3 + 2aibit2 + b~t) + Fi-1 
(3.17) 
(3.18) 
(Fo = 0) (3.19) 
wli1~1'e tile codficients ai, bi can be determined from the values of 'Pi-t, 'Pi, 'Pi+t· 
The .~ign function means that the expression should has the same sign as the 
Because the nth modulating function operation on a constant is equal to zero 
when n > 0 and T,, = 7~, we set F0 to zero. 
To vet·ify the improvement of the present modification, two expressions for 
'i'u(<Pit,?l). given in (3.20) and (3.21), are evaluated using order n = 1, namely 
/1 =loT cp(t)lcp(t)IA '{-r)dt 
/2 = F(T)A 1 (T~)- F(O)A1(-TJ) + Tr loT F(t)A2(T)dt 
(3.20) 
(3.21) 
The following two expressions for cp(t) are used in the evaluation of the two 
in t.l'grations. 
and 
Table 3.1: Comparison of two iut t•grat ions 
A B 
Accur,zle Valttc ,'l ·l.:!SO:l:W·l 4 .H 15:1.1 I 0 
/I ·1.2·151878 ·1.60751 77 
'2 ·I .:!800.170 •I .(i I t>:Ul% 
Second f?X]J1't! ~.~iu1l (13): c.p(l) = .'li/1.(~1.) 
T = 2.571" 
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From the discrete data~ the derivatives in equation (:J.:W) an~ ralculat.t•d u:-~ing 
a two-point central difference formula.. 
Theoreticaly, the two integrations should give the sanw result. llowt·ver, lu~-
cause of the difference in the numerical error, /2 gives more accurat.1~ rt•sult.s n.o; 
shown in Table 3.1. The "Accurate Values" in this Tahle are obt,airw(l hy lltJJJWr-
ical integration on the exact ci>( l) using very densely spaced d isc:rde data. 
The reason of this improvement is that F( t) is the iutc~gra.l.ion of uoulint!ar 
damping while the numerical integration generally ha.'l higlu~r ;u:cumey than nu-
merical differentiation of the same discrete data. If there ifl noise i 11 tlw rp{ l) dal.;t, 
this improvement will be more evident. 
3.2.2 A More Efficient Difference Formula 
In order to eliminate t.hc random noise, a srnooth-differt!ncc formula. i:-~ dr~vd -
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J.l'l.t.illJ.; r.p,(l) = fl 1 l2 + b.t + Ci at the vicinity of a point o.pi. The coefficients 
a., l1., r·. nm he determined from the values of (<f'i_2, cpi-J, <-Pi, <-Pi+t' I.Pi+2) usmg 
a j, ~a:-1. squar<•s approach . The derivative of this function is 
l)l' 
( 3 .25) 
Figun! :t I show~ the comparison between the derivative (dashed line) calcu-
la.t.1•d usi11g above formula and the derivative (solid line) calculated using t'•lo-point 
l'('Jtl.ral dirr<·n·uce. lt is obvious that the above formula gives more smooth and 
a1·r 11 rate n~pn•s<!ll tat ion of digital data. 
3.2.3 Linear-Angle-Dependence Nonlinear Damping 
As nlt'nt.ioned in reference [19], there are several expressions for the nonlinear 
roll damping. If a linear-angle-dependent nonlinear damping is adopted, the roll 
damping is, 
(3.26) 
Applying modulating function operation on the nonlinear damping term re-
~mils, 
T 'J 
= 8i!/11( y) { :\"( T )d( ~> ) Jo 
' ~· 
.~ i yn ( 'i' ){ :\ 'TI ~ ) ~, 1-r· - : \'' ( -1', ) ~, I o) 
., 
+8 i gn ( t,' )'/~ '~ u ·l·l ( 'r~· ) 
In this way, no derivatives of the rnll angle• arc• ll<'«'clcd . 
.,-
_, 
In our calculation, the first two approadws givt• sirnilctr n•s11lts which arc• IH'11t•r 
t.ha11 the results calculated hy the din•ct. llltttwrical diffc•n·nt iat.ioll uwt hod . ThP 
third approach has not bt•en tested yet. 
3.3 Exan1ples and Results 
3.3.1 Numerically Simulated Data 
The first test case is on numerically simulatl'd data. A roll ruut.ion c·qllat.iou 
(:3.28) is integratctl by a stanclarcl 1tl.h-order Uuuyt! - A' ulla algorit.lun with t. wo 
sets of given coefficients (sets A and B in table :J.2). 
Two sets of simulated data <p(l,) are plotr.c•d in Fig11n•s ::.~ ;tnd a.:J. Siun· t. lw 
time-dependent restoring moment is caused hy w;wc!H, it 11ould IHLVf' t.lu~ s;unc· 
frequencies as those of the waves. This is the condition in data sd 11 . llow(' V''r, in 
data set B, we usc different valtu!s for the fn~(JIH!rtcy of WilVPs ;utd t.ltr~ fwrpwu r:y 
of the restoring moment. 
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For llw int•~gration interval T = 10 sec. with a uniform time step til = 0.012, 
H:J,I poiuts of 'P, are obtained. Frorn th<:'st~ data, the parameters arc estimated 
11sing the 111entioned rncd10d. Table :3.2 shows the comparison between the true 
valut~:; iUJd the PstirrHI.tPd values of these parameters. The agreement is seen to be 
VI'I'Y good . 
3.3.2 Roll Motion in Regular Beam Waves 
ExJwrirneut.al data were obtained from ship model tests in the wave tank at 
Ml'llH>rial University of Newfoundland. The model used in the tests is a small 
fishing v<·ssd Model :167. Its particalars can be found in Appendix C. The model 
w;1s suhj<•ct.ed t.o n•gular waves generated by a piston type generator. The waves 
havt• a wav1• !wight of Gem and a frequency of OA5 Hz. 
A t.ot.al of GOl data points arc recorded in 10 seconds. Table 3.3 shows the 
c>st.imat.<~d paro.nu~ters from the roll equation: 
(3.29) 
lfsing th<'sc parameters, the c.p(t) curve is reproduced by numerical integra-
tion of c~quation (:J.29). Figure 3.4 shows a very good agreement between the 
reproduced curve~ (solid line) and experimental curve (star marks). 
' 
·1 ;;!,j,. :L:.!: C(,r:lpilri'•ITI J,•·t \\'f'f'll ('~t imrttcd {'<Hamcter~ and their truC' \·a lth'~ 
.-1 : n1 = -t.o n2 = 2.-5 ~·~ =-to -·2 = 2.5 
n · n 1 = ·> o o2 = ·) .=; ..... ·1 = ·) ·) ..... ., = ·> 6 
-- -· -- -· -·- . -· 
I / 1 rtr£J. I /]I) I Bt Ao AI .42 F1 82 Dt 
A I Gil'(:U (\I.IQ.tfJQ 0.1000 9.0000 1.0000 1.0000 0.6000 2.0000 1.0000 
A I E.r.fi . o.rn~J-5 0.7002 8.9968 1.0001 0.9915 0 .. 5998 1.9999 1.0001 
H l r;;l'(n (1.0000 0 .. 1000 8.0000 1.0000 2.0000 0.1000 O .. jOOO 2.0000 
LHJ F:st i. 0.0.)00 0 .. )000 8.0001 1.00:3 l 1.9956 0.1000 0 .. )001 2.0001 
Tahir :J.:l: E!"t imatcd parameters from experimental data 
/Jo f) I Ao At Dt /t 
o.I :rn s 0.088:31 9.8696:) -28 .. 53927 0.27710 2.-16:352 
D2 it .... ., ,_ 
3.0000 0.4000 0.2000 
2.9999 0.·1000 0.2002 
1.0000 0.2000 0.3000 
1.0000 0.1999 0.2998 
3.4 Discussion 
Till' alwvt! rc·sults show that the pr~sent method giv('s good estimation for 
bot.h si 11111latt'd data and r•x peri mental data. !\.1orcovcr, the present csti mat ion 
dews not w·c:d a very long r<!cord. This will lead to less computation time, which 
is au important factor in an ''on-line" processing program. This also means that 
it nul open up the possibility of continuously monitoring all relevant ship roll 
rmrallwl.<·rs and displaying up-to-date information to the captain. 
In a c·onvt·nt.ional way, l.l> estimate all t.hc parameters in the roll equation 
ou1• lll'l!ds two exrH~rirnental runs. ln the first run, the ship is restrained while 
c•xcil.;ttion monl<'nt from waves is measured. Then the ship is set free and the 
l'f'HJHHIHc! is lll<'asured. To obtain the relation between the input and output, the 
c·ombirH·d two sel.s of data are n~quircd. The difficulty of doing this is that it can 
not IH' iiiH11l'ed t.hat W<' have I'Xnct.ly the same condition in the t.wo test runs. The 
pn•:·wnt nll't.hod allows us t.o <'slirnatc all the parameters in the roll equation in 
mw I!XJH•rimcntal nm. 
:ll 
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Figure 3.1: Comparison of two llllliiCriral clifr<~ reuce formula .. <~ 
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Figurl' 3..1: Comparison of experimental data and reproduced <p(t)curvc of forced 
roll motion 
Chapter 4 
Estimation of Ship Roll 
Parameters from Free Roll 
Decay Curves 
4.1 Analysis of Free Roll Decay Data 
For the parametric identification from free roll decay data, tlw only prohlc•IJJ 
is how to improve the accuracy of cl!timation. The work in t.hi!. Chapl.c•r will 
show the viability and accuracy of the method mentioned iu Chapter 2 for lilt~ 
parametric identification using free roll decay data. Mon·over, lh<~ pararnd.1•rs 
estimated from the free roll decay data can be used a.'i a. comparison lo t.lu~ r(!:mlt.s 
estimated from the random roll data for the same ship model. From tlw arr;tlysis 
of experimental data, the relationship between the damping codJiderrt.s a.nd t.lu~ 
amplitude of roll mot. ion, and the relationship between G lvl values ( Metan~nt.ric 
height ) and the linear r.il.tur;.l frequency are obtained. 
Letting the coefficients 8, /( in equation (2.1) he :'.No, the gow~rni ng < ~<Jiration 




T<thle 4.1: Comparison hetwef'n estimated and given parameters 
fJfl1'(lTTW.t!r.~ Bn 131 Ao AI A2 
(,'ivcn 0.20000 0.05000 10.00000 5.00000 :3.00000 
e.~timaicd 0.20002 0.0499!) 10.00018 4.99997 3.000:30 
After applying the modulating fllnction operation to equat ion (4.1 ), the roll 
parametPrs can be obtained from the following algebraic equations: 
=0 ( 4.2) 
4.2 Examples and Results 
4.2.1 Simulated Data 
From the data obtained by numerical integration on equation (4.1) with some 
giv('ll parameters, the estimation of tlwse parameters can be obtained by the 
prt'S<'IIl method. Table 4.1 shows a very good agreement between the given pa-
ramders and estimated ones. 
4.2.2 Experimental Data 
The <'Xprrinwntal data is obtained from ship model tests in the wa\ ·!tank at 
~lcmorial Univcr:~ily of Newfoundland. These tests are carried out while the ship 
mod<'ls have varied GA/ values and constant masses. The GM values are changed 
by mo\·ing t.hc position of the center of gravity. More details about the ship model 
tests mn bt• found in reference [12]. The ship models used in the tests are Model 
:Hi:L :w.1 and 366. The information about these models is given in Appendix C. 
Table ·L2: Parameters estimated for :\locld :Hi:l 
C:M I nitialAnglc Bu lit Au .·\I .. h 
:J.S1 5.29 0.0!>222 0.00082 7.!),150:1 -·1.1~·1% -0.1 (i() 1·1 
:3.81 9.10 0.10241 0.0070·1 8.07,150 -·l.ll7<i:li -0.1 ~;,();, 
:3.81 11.68 0.12617 0.00()36 7.95503 I . ~G!Hi:l 0.0.10·10 
3.81 1·1.48 0.16615 0.007J.l 8.09178 -1.1 160:1 -IUJ· I·I:~ I 
a.st 17.35 0.15339 O.OO!H1 8.19669 -O.~:l51~ -O.{)(l!):J.t 
3.81 -6.20 0.07548 0.0125·1 7.9550:J -11 A!JO!H -O..I!i() I !J 
3.81 -9.53 0.10630 0.03266 8.07·150 -'2.1H 1~S -O.IO·I~S 
3.81 -11.13 0.11113 0.03016 7.H88~!) -1 . I !J·tH:J -0.0·1 .')~!) 
:1.81 -14.59 0.14763 0.00419 8.1 !Jt)6!) -l .:n.ws -0.01)0!)8 
3.81 -17.26 0.15348 0.00104 8.1 !}669 -0.699-17 -0.0:!777 
:uo 3.76 0.1.5260 0.0150!) 7.391)84 18 .:J!)!)8!l 1/J!lf>·li 
:3.10 6.67 0.22587 0.00648 7.502811 -1.2,1:;::!2 -0.10821 
3.10 9.67 0.27992 0.00728 7 .. 50284 1.6082H 0.1 :~! , .. 6 
:J.lO 12.33 0.32414 0.026-14 7.61218 -6.aa u~a -0.!)1)0:!4 
3.10 3.80 0.17117 0.01801 7.61218 -•H>.8!J71:l -4 .07:):16 
3.10 -4.70 0.20942 0.00716 7.61218 -l.172GO -O.IOifJO 
3.10 -4.75 0.20038 0.00742 7.50284 -!). 182!)2 -0. 7~)8()() 
3.10 -10.10 0.27492 O,O,t29l 7.5028t1 -12..18()22 -1.0850!) 
:J. 10 -13.29 0.33421 0.03276 7.61318 -a.:nm2 -0.2!l:no 
3.10 -16.89 0.3t1245 0.06881 7.502811 -I. I 22!)7 -0. O!J 7 !J!; 
2 .. 51 4.31 0.23447 0.00581 4.96678 -8:l.80:J7(i -11.21nr, 
2 .. 51 7.45 0.33619 0.00407 4 .9:Jtt()6 -!U)78!)~ -I .·IO:J~!:i 
2.51 9.63 0.38084 0.01874 4.8661.1) -7 .·t:H:JO -I .OHH!;() 
2.51 13.19 0.44143 0.00232 4.9346() -11.51711 -l .(i872(i 
2 .. 51 17.02 0.51126 0.04270 4.9:1166 -1 .8·1884 -o.~noR6 
2.51 -4.52 0.23193 O.O.'l!J35 4.86615 -·1.6077!) -0.67!i01 
2 . .51 -7.16 0.32367 0.02999 4.86645 -'1.5:1!)!}8 -0.()()511 
2 .. 51 -10.30 0.4 [1164 o.oo:J76 4.8664.1 -I 9 .. ')84 7!) -:.UW!Jl7 
2.51 -13.99 0.42.565 0.01039 4..93466 -18.00;;70 -2.6:1781 
~.51 -17.22 0.51793 o.o:1937 t1.866tJS -o.2o:w:J - 0.9~202 
Table ,t.:l: Parameters estimated for Model 365: First part 
GM Initial Angl c l3o 81 Ao At A2 
·l.:ll 8.7:J 0.17965 0.00283 12.96M4 2.66977 -0.68079 
·I.:H 10.0~ 0.18785 0.00243 12.87315 0.56228 -0.14338 
·L:JI ll..):l 0.22226 0.00729 12.87316 8.17754 -2.08527 
·1.:11 1 :J.OU 0.23884 0.00429 12.87316 -5.76293 1.46955 
·l.:n 17.8i 0.33.512 0.00373 12.87316 13.78113 -3.51419 
·L:H -!J.02 0.19707 0.00229 13.10574 -22.49528 5. 73630 
·1.:1 I -11.71 0.27018 0.00522 12.87315 2.06812 -0.52737 
·I .:J 1 - 1 :uw 0.22018 0.00980 12.87315 -2.94864 0.75190 
•I.:J J - J 6.3!) 0.30974 0.0093!) 12.8',J15 -5.87162 1.49726 
.t.:H -20.:l4 0.33879 0.00850 12.87315 -6.14638 1.56733 
:t () 1 7.02 0.176~t8 0.00600 11 . .59953 -4.89199 1.33062 
:I.() I 10.42 0.224Hl 0.00442 11.59953 -6.88459 1.87261 
:Uil 12.51 0.25527 0.00324 11.44414 1.17918 -0.32074 
;J ,(i l 15.24 0.31754 0.00437 11.59953 -9.1.5257 2.48950 
:1.61 19.:30 0.30045 0.00936 11.59953 4.41370 -1.20053 
:Uil -!>.93 0.18589 0.00922 11.40578 5.09182 -1.38498 
:I.() 1 
-13.17 0.24773 0.00770 11.40578 -0.73706 0.20048 
:1.() 1 
- 16.41 0.33494 0.00486 11.59953 15.16715 -4.12546 
:1.61 - 1!>.51 0.32476 0.00785 11.40578 -3.72252 1.01253 
:~. () 1 -2,1.81 0.37223 0.00891 11.21685 0.33544 -0.09124 
:J.2() 1l.·to 0.21760 0.00375 10.78216 -14.62094 4.13773 
:1.:W 12.30 0.24855 0.00164 10.57424 -3.18194 0.90049 
:1.26 15.15 0.33482 0.00237 10.57425 9.73226 -2.75423 
:t2() 19.80 0.344180 0.00526 10.37231 0.96148 -0.27210 
:1.26 24.06 0.384·14 0.00513 10.37230 -2.27489 0.64379 
126 -10.22 0.19"100 0.00205 10.57424 -0.78272 0.22151 
:\.26 -1-1.99 0.30068 0.00530 10.57425 -9.35908 2.64862 
:J.2{) 
-16.10 0.29!)03 0.00368 10.57425 -4.27038 1.20852 
:\.26 -21.:m 0.35080 0.00613 10.37231 -0.77780 0.22012 
:1.2() 
-27.'!9 0.39295 0.0064·1 10.17610 0.83863 -0.23733 
Table ·L·I: Parameters estimated for ~lnd<•l :Hl.1: St't'll tHI part 
=--GM fnitirz/Arzglc Bo 13, Au ..t, :\..! 
·> ... ,.. 
-·. \) 
!.l.SS 0.20:J().J 0.001 ~)0 ~.!)·I 6.17 -:J.!).J.I:Hi I.OSIO:I 
2.75 15..10 0.290:18 o.oo.J:Is 8.78!);J2 l. !)i:J:Ul -0. ()0 l Sti 
2.75 15.():J 0.30361 0.00110 8.9·1()5() -.rJ. 79·1 !)() 1. 767:~:! 
2.75 17.72 o.:J2.1:1s 0.000,17 s.1sn:12 o .. %:ts.r; .(),171!)7 
2.7.1 2!J.Ol o.:J7298 0.00!)52 8.f>;J(i 19 - I . f>:.?:J.12 o .. JHr> J.J 
2.75 -11.7i 0.22089 0.0001;) 8.!H657 -H.21an 1 I.S!lr>2·1 
2.75 -H.OS 0.2567i 0.01781 8.!).1 (i!)(i -7.1 iO!)() 2.1871 ·1 
2.75 -1!U4 0.:30960 O.OO:JS.J 8. 78~:t~ -2.0(\:Hl2 0.62!).10 
:!. 7.1 -21.81 0.3:35:J;J O.OO!J6·l s.n:J61 !J 1.067·11 - o .: t~r>;,(; 
2.75 -25.53 0.:16.580 0.00828 R.<i:J61 n -O .OO~W:4 O.OOOS!l 
2.:19 !) .. 58 0.1826·1 0.00716 7.G68:l!J -!Ui2!>!H :J.I 1·1!18 
2.:39 13.70 0.24388 o.ooo:H 7 ..1822!) OAU787 --,---o.1 :J:s:n 
2.:1!) 1'1. 72 0.275/:J 0.00052 7 .nf;s:m -21. 2:t~!)2 ().!)·I:Ul:J 
2.3!J 17..51 0.28078 0.01128() 7.f>4:J(i5 2. 7G·l27 .().!}0:1!)2 
2.:39 22.12 O.:J.2!J63 o.oo:m~t 7 .G·I :lr>H -!>. 2H6·1 1 t. 7:Jt n:1 
2.:m - 10.60 0.21592 0.00!)!)8 7 JiHR:J!J -'1.8598!) l .GRHI 7 
2.39 -1·1.08 0.26331 o.ommo 7.6:J689 -:J.05,18H O.!Jn8!)!) 
2.39 -17.62 0.:318!>0 0.0Ut!77 7.M:JI'.i6 -U.ti2:3U2 0.2CHO~ 
1.:39 -18.79 o.Ja2a1 o.oo.;a:J 7..18229 o. n:w 11 -O.:l04 l!) 
2.:39 -2·1.13 o.:J62G8 0.00181 7. ;J:J2:J!) OA:J!j 1.1 -0.1 122!) 
38 
Table L1: Parameters 1~slirnated for Model 36G: First part 
(,'J\4 f n ilia/ An !lit~ flo B• Ao ;lt A2 
.).2!} 21.42 0.26021 0.00.106 12.01970 -0.96070 0.01739 
.).1!) 26.80 o.:JI ot,l 0.01480 12.01968 -0.:30991 0.00.561 
.1.2!} -6.7:1 0.10121 0.008:37 12.01968 -9.24717 0.167:37 
5.~m -11.17 0.14490 0.00698 12.18665 -17.096.53 0.30945 
5.29 -U5.4:3 0.184.5.1 0.00024 11.81578 2.19304 -0.03969 
5.2!) -20.11 0.23614 0.00376 11.81578 4.27914 -0.07745 
5.29 -2:1.8!) 0.29464 0.00261 12.01968 -2.14368 0.03880 
.!).2!) 10.98 0.13861 0.001 ,18 11.81578 2.85178 -0.05162 
!>.~.m 15. 7~ 0.16989 0.01007 11.81577 1.69434 -0.03067 
5.2!) 19.17 0.2.5091 0.01430 12.22893 -9.12100 0.16509 
·I.!) I 25.83 0.30985 0.00306 11.46164 -1.64868 0.01088 
·1. !) I 2't.!J:J 0.296:10 0.00775 11.42328 -1.86648 0.01232 
·I.!J I -8.'16 0.12011 0.01664 11.21685 9.1080-5 -0.06011 
·I. !J I -11.36 0.1460:3 0.00621 11.23435 5.18992 -0.03425 
.J.!)J 
-1·1. 77 0.16761 0.01535 11.23435 4.37853 -0.02890 
·1.!)1 -2l.:J3 0.24510 0.00207 11.23435 2.54312 -0.01678 
·I.!) J -27.80 0.3159·1 0.00186 11.42328 -0.49546 0.00327 
·1.91 12.16 0.14375 0.00.554 11.42328 -4.08950 0.02699 
·I.!)) 1:3.2:} 0.15583 0.0016.) 11.23435 3.61592 -0.02387 
·t.!H 20.23 0.23558 0.00704 11.23435 1.18446 -0.00782 
:1!1 
Tnblc 4.6: Parameters rstirnatcd for Modt'l :Hili: St•rond part. 
-GM I nilial Angle Bo Bt Ao At 
"'.! 
3.92 25.27 0.27967 0.02086 9.125.l8 u:na~ o.o:~s:?·l 
3.92 28.31 0.308:3!) O.OO:?:n !). 291.5:3 -l.i!)'i!)2 -0.0(i07i 
3.92 -6.66 O.lO 1•18 0.011-t.l !l. 29l5:J -I !).[)2~() l . 0. (i()l)(),r) 
:3.92 -9.71 0.12970 0.00002 9.12559 -l.ii l ·177 -0.0!) 1 :w 
3.92 -17.24 0.21235 0.0099!) 9.12.158 -0.221 ~:, ·0.007!i0 
:3.92 -18 .. 57 0.23258 0.00068 H.12558 0.5:11 ():l 0.01797 
:3.92 -26.81 0.30102 o.oo:J~7 !1.29153 6.()(i()j2 0.20!i0() 
:3.92 8.6·1 0.13:.348 0.016:-H !). ] 255!) -6.79!)~7 -O.:t!!)~,l 
3.92 1·1.40 0.18280 0.02483 9.12558 -2.2:m:11> -0.07!",()!) 
3.92 18.81 0.24906 0.00·15() 9.2!)lf):J -·t.a.w t H -0.1·16!)(1 
;3,;38 22.76 0.24411 0.00525 7.654:m 0.8H!i!)Q O .(J!'>~:JH 
3.38 29.06 0.32273 0.003:Hi 7.81:J85 -O.H5·1:J8 -0.0()2~!) 
3.38 -1o.eg 0.13112 0.002:H 7.654:19 2.77!)16 0.1 s:n:; 
3.38 -12.35 0.13911 o.oa:J:J:J 7 .6.143~} l .:J4 :J:l9 0.08H.1:J 
3 .38 -17.55 0.18829 0.06:157 7.81:185 -:J.IOl ·t:J -0.2(H:JH 
3.38 -20.02 0.217.13 0.00062 7.81385 -:Ui,l tl26 -0.2•toW 
3.38 -2.1.4 7 0.30288 0.02275 7.81385 -2.:H>•I69 -0.1 !;!) 17 
3.38 t2.:J9 O.HO!J7 0.04031 7.8L:J85 -7..ta:.ms -O.·IS!)8:l 
3 .38 1 :J.l6 0.12797 0.00960 7.6M:m -:L20!J50 -0.211!)1 
3.38 21..52 0.22641 0.08061 7.978:37 -.1.:HJ6:JO -O.:J:,:)()2 
Generally, the measured data within 2 - :3 roll cycles are enough for t.lw pit-
rnmcters estimation. Tables 4.2 · 1.6 give liH~ eslim:tted paramet(~rs for di lft•rPIII. 
Glvl values for the three ship models. 
Using these estimated parameters, the curves of roll angle and its vdodt.y :trr! 
reproduced by numerical integration of equation ( 1.1 ). Figures 4.1 -4 .a show vt~ry 
good agreement between reproduced curves (solid line) and r:xpt~rimental Ollt!H 
(star marks) for the three ship models. 
.w 
4.3 Discussion 
1-'rt>m r.lw physical a.ssmnption, the parameter A0 in the roll equation IS ap-
pmxintai.Piy a lirwar function of C.\/ value given by 
.6-GM 
Ao = I 
wlwrr~ I is !.he virtual tll<tss moment of incrt.i<t of t.he ship about a longitudinal 
axis passing through t.hc center of gravity of the ship and ~ is displacement. 
From t.lw est.imat.cd rf'stllts, the values of ;\0 were plotted against the GM 
\'illuc•s in Fi~un•s lA - ·1.fi. The linear regression curves of these points arc also 
1-!,IV«~n. For Model:; :l()5 and :l66, the results show a perfect linear relationship. 
Fnr Model ;!(i:J, this linear relationship is not. so obvious. This point needs to be 
i nrc•sl. igat.c•d. 
lu Figures 't. 7- ·1.!), the damping parameters 80 arc plotted against the initial 
anglc> of inclination for each model. It shows a linear relationship as indicated 
hy t.hP litwar regression curves of the" points. In Figure 4.8, it shows relatively 
lal'gl' sca.tt.c•rs in t.hc dat.;t points in the area of roll angle whthin 15 to 20 degrees. 
Til«' I'Pason may be due to the !'tradc-offs'' between linear and nonlinear damping 
parametPrs. Figure ·L7 shows that the linear damping coefficient 8 0 is sensitive 
lo t.h<' variation in GM value of the model. However, the effect of GM values on 
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Figure 4.2: Comparison of estimated and cxperim~ntal roll r.urw~s for MrJdd :H;.r; 
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Figu n• -t.:l: t'om parison of 1•st i mat1•d and (' X ;wri m ental roll curves for ~lodcl 366 
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Figure •\ .6: t\0 vs. G .\1 of Model :!fiG 
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Chapter 5 
Esti~nation of Ship Roll 
Parameters from Roll Response 
in Random Waves 
5.1 Introduction 
The ship roll parameters wi!l change when the ship loading changes. It is very 
important. to be able t.o apply the parametric identification method to real ship 
responses at sea. A new approach to estimate the ship roll parameters in random 
waves i11 discussed in this Chapter. 
In order to apply our parametric identification method to this problem, the 
<'quation for the autocorrelation or random decrement of roll a.~gle was derived to 
r<!placc the original roll equation. The derived equation has a similar form as the 
origiual roll equation. From the equation of autocorrelation or random decrement, 
t h<' roll parameters can be estimated using the method discussed in Chapter 3. 
H<•fprcncc [10] provides a method based on the Markov property of energy en-
\'t•lopc pron•ss to estimate roll parameters with the assumption that the excitation 
is a white noise. No attempt has been made to apply this method to experimental 
46 
·li 
data. In our method. th<' a:-;sttmption of white noise ~ <'xcit.at.ion i:; 11ot nc·n·s~al' \' , In 
order to t<•st the form of t•xcitat ion mom<>nt and the crosscorr<'lat.ion l,t't.\\'<'<'11 c•x-
citation moment and t.he roll response, t.wo diiTcrc•nt exci l ;LI ion monwul.s are usc•d 
in the pr<'scnt study. The first. one is a random pron•ss unconelat.<.•d with I he rol l 
response. The second one is a narrow-hand proc<'ss give-n hy a sc•c·ond-ordc•r linc•;u· 
differential equation. The results show that. the narrow-hand I'Xcilation monwn t. 
will correlate wit.h the roll response hut this rorr<>la.t.ion is n•lat. ivc•ly W<'ak. 
The method was first applied Loa set of numerically s irnulat.ed roll data, for 
which the true parameters arc known. The estimated pa.ramt>l.t~rs show a. good 
agreement. with the true parameters. The second lest ca.<>e is t.o apply t.his method 
to the measured roll data obtained from the ship mod<·l l.c~st in random WIW<~s. 
Using the estimated parameters, the autocorrelation or dccrenwnt curves wcr<! 
reproduced by numerical integration. Thf'y also show a good agrc<!mcnt with the~ 
relevant curves calculated from the experimental clat.a.. 
As expected, the damping and stiffness para.mcters estimat(~J from the raudom 
1'0!1 motion arc very close to the results obtain(•<! from the fm: roll decay test for 
the same ship model. 
Since the present method only depends on the rrwa."luwd roll data, it. is J>OHHihl<: 
to apply it to full scale ships at sea. The last lcsl ca.se is t.o liS(! this method to 
analyse the measured roll data of a full scale ship at S(!it. Although the mea:mrc:d 
data of the real ship are much more noisy than th<! experimental data of the Hhip 
model, the estimation also gives reasonably good results. 
·IS 
5.2 Parametric Identification 
Th~~ roll motion of a ship subjected to a. roll excitation moment M(t) is written 
( 5.1) 
Equation ULI) can be considered as a single input-output system. Because 
only nwasured roll response is available while input A/(l) is very difficult to be 
ohtai1wd, we can not. estimate pammct('rs from equation (.5.1) directly. To solve 
this pl'ohlelll, two approaches arc discussed. 
5.2.1 Autocorrelation Equation 
Assumiug the roll response is a stationary process, the autocorrelation of roll 
angle is deli twd as: 
R(r) =< <p(t)<p(t + r) > 
where < > means ensemble average on timet. 
Difr(~rentiating R(r) about T and introducing equation (5.1) gives 
/l(r) = <~P(l)tP(t+r)> 
R( T) = < t.p( l )<f'( t + T) > 
/\' < <p(t)M(t + r) > -B0 < cp(t)~(t + r) > 
- JJ1 < cp(t)<P(t + r)Jcf>(t + r)J > -Ao < <p(t)cp(t + r) > 




Combining the above equation~. an atttocom•lation t•quat.tun of rn\1 au~lt· is 
obtai ned as: 
.. . 
R(T) + BoR(r) + AoR(r) + lltfdr) + At!ldr) + :hlt,(r) = /\'r:t(r) (.'),!)) 
where 
ft(r) =< ~(t)tP(t. + r)!tP(l + r)l > 
g 1(r) =< r.p(.')r.p:1(l + r) > 
ht(r) =< r.p(/)(/(1 + r) > 
e 1(r) =< r.p(t)ft'(t + r) > 
5.2.2 Equation for the Random Decrement 
( .'i. (i) 
( t">. 7) 
( 5.!)) 
The random decrement operation is the average of some sdt~d.ecl st•g r• wnl.s of 
records. These segments have the !!itlnC l<'ngth aud the same initial valtw. For 
example, the random decrement of roll angle tp( r) ca.n he expressed iL'l: 
l N 
< <p(r) >== N L'Pi(r) 
i=l 
(5.10) 
where < > means an ensemble average of the process. 
Pcrforrnin,g such operation on equation ( 5.1) results in the following equill.iou: 
= /( < M(r) > ( :>.11) 
where Jl(r) =< r.p(r) >. 
More details about how to calculate random decrement from random n:spons<:s 
can be found in references [11] and [20]. 
,jQ 
For convr:nit:llCf\ EfJIHLtions (!1.5) and (5.11) can be written in a uniform form: 
}~(r) + /J0 }·i(r) + AoYi(r) + B,fi(r) + A,g,(r) + thhi(r) 
= f(ci(r) (i = 1,2) (5.12) 
For i' iil.ocorrdation equation, i = 1: 
·v,(r) = R(r) 
/ 1(r) =< 'P(t)rp(l + r)lcp(t + r)l > 
g 1(r) =< 'P(l)tp3(l + r) > 
h1(r) -< 'P(t)c/(t + r) > 
c1(r) =< ~P(t)M(t + r) > 
For random decrement equation, i ;:; 2: 
Y2('r) = 11(r) 
/2(r) =< cp(r)lcp(r}l > 
92 ( T) = < cl ( T) > 
h2(r) =< 'P5(r) > 
e2(r) =< M(r) > 
If M(l) is uncorrclated with cp(t), then e1(r) is equal to zero in the autocorre-
lation equation, t.he parameters can be estimated without knowing the excitation. 
Sonw researchers comnder this assumption acceptable or assume M(t) to be a 
white noise. In this thesis, this assumption will be tested by numerical simula-
tion. 
:\s the wave exciting momcut is a narrow-hand pron•,.;s, it can 1>1' dt•scrihc•d 
approximately by the following ('quation: 
.. • 'l 
1ll ( t) + 1M ( t) + u.-' M (I ) == u ( t) 
where 1 is the band width and w is the central freqlu•nry of this proc<'ss. u(t) is 
a white noise with unit variance. 
The solution of equation (5.13) was used as <'X<'itat.ion monwnt. in our sl.utly. 
5.2.3 Modulating Function Operation 
Applying the modulating function operation 011 t!qua.tiou (5.12) a11tl lt•f.Liug 1t 
be from 0 to L- 1, (where L is the uumbcr of unknown paritJHd<!rs), :t s<'l. of 
algebraic equations for the unknown parnmeters can he oht.a.inecl a.s: 
(i = 1,2) 
(n = 0, 1, .... L- 1) 
To make the problem simple, T~ = 1~ = 7'oo is used. 
From this equation, values for the roll pararnclt!rs can he ~olvt:d . 
5.3 Examples and Results 
5.3.1 Simulated Data 
The use of simulated data to validate a. method has some advantage:-~. For 
example, the values of the tc:;t parameters arc known in advarJ(;c. This allows a 
Table .).I: Estimated parameters and their true values 
w = :3.0 '"/ = 0.5 
l'm·a. /Jn 13, Ao A, A2 /( 
f:ivr:n 0.10000 0.10000 9.00000 1.00000 0.00000 10.00000 
g~li.( A) 0.0986!) 0.10296 !l.09674 0.87521 0.00000 10.10105 
8-~li.(IJ) 0.102119 0.0!)711 9.05609 0.88799 0.00000 9.70994 
1-:sti.(C) 0.105!)5 0.0%28 9.000.1)6 1.1 :J66.5 0.00000 10.15320 
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direct. romparison bPtwcetl the estimated parameters and their true values. Sec-
oudly, tlu~ duration of the samples can he chosen arbitrarily to show its effects on 
Tl) g('J)eratc roll rnot.ion samples with a random excitation, equation (5.1) was 
int.egmted numerically with given parameters. In the time length of 400 seconds, 
1@01 data. of roll angle arc picked with a equal time interval. kf{t) is the solution 
of <'quation (5.13) and u(i) is a white noise which can be generated from a sequence 
of independent Gaussian random numbers. 
The solution cp(t) was used to calculate the autocorrelation, crosscorrelation 
a ncl r;uulom decrement in equation ( 5.12), from this equation the parameters can 
lu• c•st.imat.ed. Table 5.1 shows a comparison between the estimated values of the 
fHII'<~Illet.ers and their true values. Three sets of te:;t results are reported here: 
sets A and U arc estimated from correlation having a length 0f 5 seconds and 
I 0 St'<"onds, respectively. All correlation is calculated from roll ':;d.mples having a 
lt•ngt.lt of 400 seconds. Set C is the result estimated from tJ.e same data in set ~ 
using t.IH' random decrement equation. The results show 'cry good agreement for 
all rasp:;, It can also be not.iccd that there are some 'trade-offs' b'<ween B0 , B1 
Figure 5.1 shows the variations of roll monwnt and roll n•spnn:w wil h I inw. 
Both roll moment and respon::;e are in the prart.inll rangt·. Figun· 1"1.~ sll\m·s tht• 
spectral density of roll mom('lll. and roll n•sponst•. 
5.3.2 Experimental Data 
The second test ca.o;c is to usc this rnet.hod t.o analysP t.lll' P:oqwrinH'ul.al d;ll.a. 
The experimental data arc> obtained from model tests iu l.lw l.m\'ing t.auk of ~kmo­
rial University of Newfondland on tllf(•e fishing w•sst•ls. Both fm~ roll and !"ill! · 
domly excited roll arc measured. The random waves <tre gc'IH'I'i\l.<'d hy .JONSWA I' 
spectrum. 
The ship models arc Model 3()3, ;j(i.) and ;}()(). The particulars of l.ht~S(~ mod(•ls 
call be found in Appcn<iix C. As all exa.rnp(e, Wf! focus on til<' analysis of t.lu! 
experimental data on modd 366. 
A total of 8001 samples of roll angle with a uniform time interval of ( 'l\) Sf!Colld 
were used to calculate the correlation and the random dcncmcnt. Four e<t.:ws art~ 
considered: 
(A) using autocorrelation equation. M( t) is a narrow-ham! JHO<.'f'SS with it 
central frequency w of 3.2 (rad/scc) and a band width 7 of 0.2. 
(B) using autocorrelation equation. M(l) is assumed to IH! uucorrdat.ed wit.h 
the roll response, that is, e1 ( r) = 0. 
(C) using random decrement equation. 
(D) estimation from free roll data. 
The estimated parameters arc listed in Table 5.2. The Table shows that. tlu! 
results in different cases arc very close to each other. 1\ is the arnplitudt: of the 
Ta.bll! 5.2: Estimated parameters of Model 366 (GM=4.9lcm) 
Para. Bo n. Ao At A2 I\ 
A 0.12018 0.00361 ll.:J~J600 1.34132 -0.00832 0.2209i 
/) O.ll!J:J3 0.00,146 11.39600 I .33536 -0.00828 -
c 0.1 Jtl96 0.00268 11.441  14 2.23575 -0.01386 0.20912 
/) 0.12011 O.OH36,t 11.2168.) 9.1080.5 -0.0.56·17 -
<'XI'it.ati<>rL Because then arc 'trade-offs' between parameter!!, it is not easy to see 
l.he difference het.w<~<'ll the diff(!rcnt estimation. An alternative way of judgement 
i:-~ t.o make iUI ow!mll compari:.on, i.e., to integrate the free roll equation with 
~·stimatecl paramPtcrs A0 , At. A1 , B0 , 8 1 of different cases and then to compare 
integral.<!d roll curves. Figure .5.:3 shows such a comparison. Because the results 
in case A <trHI B arc almost the same, only t.hree integration curves arc ploted 
for ra.'i«! A, C and D. The results indicai.c t.hat the estimation obtained from the 
<tlll.ocorrclation equation or from the random decrement equation are very close 
t.o t.he results obtained from free roiJ decay test in general. That is just what 
W<' expected. That means it is possible to apply this method for the parametric 
<'st.imation from t.hc response of a ship at sea instead of from a free roll decay 
1.<':-;L It ca.n also be noticed that the crosscorrclation between the excitation and 
n•:-;ponst~ {'<ttl be omit.ed. Figure 5.4 shows the comparison of the magnitudes of 
autocorrelation and crosscorrelation ( A0 R(t) vs. Ke1(t) ). 
Using est.imated parameters, the curves of autocorrelation R( r) and roll angle 
~(l) a .. ~ well a.s their derivatives were reproduced by numerical integration. Figures 
;).5 to 5. 7 show the comparisons oetween the reproduced curves and the curves 
nbtained from experimental data for cases A, C and D. The star marks represent 
the experimental data while the solid lines represent the eHtimated values. The 
Table .).:J: Estimated parameters of ~todt•l :W5 (C~I=.J.:Jirm) 
Pa1'a. Bo a, :\o :\I :\ 'l 1\ 
A 0.18@9 0.02699 12 . .1'1 :171 -0.!)0()!);J 0.2:!9.'j:! 0. :.?:>!):JJ 
c 0.18653 O.IJ.t548 l2..l2fi21 -l.OHHH2 0:.!80·18 ().:.?[i~!)!) 
D 0.18702 0.02682 12.87:116 -l. W877 o.~mm., -· . 
Table 5.4: Estimated parameters of Mod(•l :wa (CM==:UOn11L_ 
Para. Bo IJ, Ao A, :h I\ 
A 0.18668 0.02053 7.:wasu -15.850:J:J -O.O·l~!J;J O.OH'21H 
c 0.17892 0.0<1002 7.07(i:J9 -I S.fi 1688 -1.2'2·1H!) o.oso:lt 
D 0.18466 0.02515 7.;)5026 -15.9052!) - I . 0(iH2!J - . 
results show a good agreement. 
From the test data of the other two ship models, the roll paranu!l.t•rs an! also 
estimated and shown in Table 5.:J and 5.4. 'l'ht~re are al:m good a.grcellll'liL hdwel'!l 
the parameters estimated from tlw free roll dat.a and that from the random roll 
data. 
5.3.3 Full Scale Ship Roll Data 
More convincing way to test a method is to apply it to •~ pract.ical situat.io11. 
For this purpose, the roll data of ::1 full scale fishing vessel ohtaiued duriug a fiHhing 
trip was recorded and analysed using the present met.bod. Bet:a.uHe of the f:omplt~x 
wave pattern and ship motion at sea, the measured roll data of this c:t.<;(! S(!f! rrt mudt 
more noisy than the experimental clata. However, the autocorrelation ex traded 
from the measured data arc still very smooth curveH. From t.l~esf! autm:orrdat.ion 
curves, the roll parameters are estimated and shown in Tablf! [JJ). 
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TabiP!) .j· Estimatc•d pararnc•lprs about full scale ship . . 
l)ara. (,' Al(m) /Ju llt Ao At ;h /( 
,'1 0.(if)89 0.08716 0.00277 Q)j;) 14.5 -2.976:J6 -1.88832 0.01761 
fJ 0.7091 o.os:m!l 0.008i0 0 .. 1773.5 -3.82 I 9.1 -1.90828 0.02191 
(.' 0.7287 0.08072 o.oo21 a 0 . .1!).1) 7 I -2.23287 -1.12686 0.02214 
The~ data. of three loading conditions of lhc ship in the same trip are analysed. 
Tlw (,'M vahws of cliffprent loading conditions can also he estimated from hydro-
~l.al.i(· cakul;tf.ions [ l ~], which are also included in this Tahle. Figure .5.8 shows a 
apprdxirnal.<~ linear r('lationship hetwcen GM values .·nd A0 (the square of linear 
n;tl.ural frl'queu cy). 
Figun~s !'>.!J t.o :).II show the fitness between the autocorrelation calculated 
frotn tlw PXperinH'nta.l data and from thr data of numerical integration on auto-
miTc ·I ttl.icm cq lliltion with est. i mated parameters. 
Thc~ comparison betwc•en estimated data and experimental or simulated data 
iudical.t!S t.ha.l: 
(I) it is pos~ihlc to estimate ship roll parameters from measured random roll 
rc~pon~c·~ only. 
( :.n t.h<· pn'sl'rtl. method gives a fairly accurate estimation. 
( ;q the nosscorrclation between excitation and response can be neglected. 
(·t) the estimation from random roll motion gives very close results to that 
obtained from free roll decay tests, therefore, it is possible to use this method to 
~·st.imate roll paranwtcrs from the random response of a ship at sea. 
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Figure 5.1: Variatious of roll moment and roll rc~ponse for simulat1~d data 









Figure 5.2: Spectrum of roll moment and roll response for simulated data. 
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Chapter 6 
Probability distribution of Roll 
Motion 
6.1 Introduction 
· '1 the previous Chapters, we have given a detailed report a.hout. bow to <':i-
timate ship roll parameters. From the~w para.nwt<~rs , t.lw ship roll stahility can 
be assessed. For example, the restoring moment of the ship c·a11 hP call'ltl<tl.«•d 
from the parameters :10 , At. A2 • In this Chapter, we will discuss another way of 
assessing ship roll stability. From a statistical viewpoint., if t.h<! probability of the 
ship roll angle reaching a dangerous dcgr~c can be predicted, t.lu! ship roll Htahilit.y 
can also be assessed. The objective of t.he present work is to find a mdhod for 
the prediction of the joint probability distribution of roll angle aud vdocity. Tbis 
can be used to obtain t.he probability distribution for roll angle~, roll vdo<:ity and 
am plilude. 
The ship roll motion can be modelled as a nonlinear random vibration prohlf'lll. 
If the excitation can be ideali:wd as a Gaussian white 11oiset il JHJWf~rful tool: 
Markov vector approach can be used. In this case, the joint comJjtional prohal,ilit.y 
deusity function of roll angle and velocity can be obtained from tlw solut.km of 
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it p;trtial d i ffl•rf!ll t i it. I Pquat ion: the Fokker- Planck equation ( 17]. The anal ylical 
solnl.ion of I his c·qwtt.inn has be<~rt found only for very few simple cases. In this 
tltt·~is, a rtUJJWrical method was used to solve this equation. From the solution 
of t.lu~ joint. probability distribution of roll angle and roll velocity, the probability 
dist.rihution of the amplitude of roll motion can he derived [18]. 
The method has IH'en used for the analysis of the roll data from ship model 
l.t~sl.s and real ship r~wasuremenl~. The calculated probability distribution of roll 
a.u~--;1~~, velocity and amplitude of roll motion arc compared with the relevant his-
t.o~l'fLJIIH ext.rart.ed from the measured data. The agreement between mea..•mrcd 
and ,•stimat(!d probability distribution is good. The numerical solution is also 
compared with t.lu~ analytical solution for a ~pccial case of a Duf fing oscillator. 
TIH• agre(~nwnt. is excellent. 
6.2 Markov Approximation and Solution 
The governing equation of the roll motion ot a ship in random waves can be 
w r i t.t.en a.s: 
9 + N(<P) + CJ(~) = 1\M(t) 
One can express t.hc damping and restoration as: 
N(i.j;) = Boi.j; + Bt~I<PI 




I h•re ,\{ (I) is assumt•d to be a Gaussian white noise with the mean and variance 
satisfying t.hc following conditions [ 15]: 
E(M(l)) = 0 ( {i..l) 
( fi.!'i) 
Let r.p = Yh ,.P = Y'l, t~quation (6.1) can Lc• I'<'Writ.tc•ll as: 
Y + G(n = F(t) ( (i.(i) 
whcr·e 
y = { Yr } 
!/2 
F={~\M(t)} 
• { -y·}. } 
G = N(y2) + CJ(.fJt) 
If F(t) is white noise, Y is a Markov vedor a!ICJ its jc~nt corulit.ioual 
probability density function P sa.tisfys Fokkcr-Plauck cqu;Llion: 
((i. 7) 
where 
?110 = Yt(O), Y2o = !h(O) 
and P = P(yt,!/2, t I Yw,Y2o) is the conditional probahility density fundion with 
the condition that Yt = Yto, Y2 = Y2o when time l = 0. 
In the tollowing, we will write P a.~ a Hhort forrn of fJ = fJ( y 11 !/'l, t ) . 
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~o ;walytical1lollltiou i:-~ ava.ilahlc for this <!quation when the damping is non-
liur•<tr, so we solvl! it hy an approximate method - Galerkin method. 
First, thr! variables arc uorrnalizcd using the following formulas: 
( = !/I - /.L I ( l) 
a1 ( l) (6.8) 
/lJ ( t) ,111 ( l), Jt~(f.), fT~(l) arc means and variancf's of If', <P solved from the relevant 
lirll'ar roll r~quat.iorr of equation (6.1) while A1 = B1 = 0. 
TIH! Wl'igltted Hermite polynomials used in previous Chapters as modulating 
fuuct.ion:; now aw chosen as trial functions: 
(n=0,1,2, ...... ) (6.9) 
The advantage of such choice is due to th. following recurrence and orthogonal 




(n ~ 0) (6.12) 
wlll'l'l' ~~~~~." is the 1\ roncl kcr delta. 
Tht• next step is to expand the joint conditional probability density function 
I' in t.erms of a set of trial functions. 
(ii 
,, fl 
P(yl, ,1)2.l) = L L [;kr (/):\k(t):\r(1J) l t i . I :1) 
k=O r=O 
in which the coefficients c;kr(t) arc to be dt't.ermincd. 
If equation (6.1:J) i~ the solution of lhc.' fokkt>r·Pianrk t•quat.ion, it 11111st. satisfy 
the equation: 
f,Xl /00 DP a (- + -(1/'lP) -co -oo fJt /Jy1 ' 
D 1\2 iJ'l p 
--:--
7 
[(N + q)PJ- -
2 
~)/lr(~)//,,(t/)d~t/'1 = 0 
c Y2 oy2 
((i.J·I) 
This equation means that the reHidual of equation ((i.7) is orthogonal t.o a s«'f. 
of linearly indcpC'ndcnt functions llv(~), 11,(1J}. As m, n approach t.o inliuit.y, tlw 
residua] vanishes and the Fokker- Planck equation is Hat.isfie<l. 
Integrating equation (6.14) and using the orthogonal condition (6.12), oJH~ cau 
get a set of first-order differential equations: 
gtQP'I(t) = f t fp,Jkr(t)Gkr(t) 
k:O r=O 
{6.1~) 
(p = 0, 1, 2, ... m, q = O, I, 2, ... n) 
/pqkr( t) arc known functions and their exprcssionB CCLII bf! found in A ppt:ndix 
13. Equation (6.15) ~an be solved nurrH!rically under given initial cowlit.ions. If 
all coefficients G"'r(t) arc solved, the joint ccmditional prohahility dcmdf.y fuuc:t.iou 
of Yt, !/2 are known. 
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,\ Wllllltoll w:ty of giving initial condition is t.o :;d, 
(6.16) 
lu this case, 
IJsing t.lw ort.h ·)gonal condition ( 6.12), another equation can be obtained: 
I: L: P(!h . .'J·z, I.) //p(~) llq( "1 )d~dr1 
= f t joo j'X> Gkr(l);lk(~)Ar(1J)l-lp(e}Hq(1J)d~dTT 
k=O r=O -oo -oo 
= 27rp!q!G"q(l) (6.18) 
Comparing <•quation (6.18) with equation (6.17), we get the initial condition 
(6.19) 
Tht• ship roll problt•m can be consit'crcd as a stationary process. The joint 
prohahilit.y dt•n:;it.y fuud.ion of ..p, ~ can he found when timet approaches infinity: 
(6.20) 
Other useful proh<lhili1y di:-;trihution nnd statbt.icaln~t•a:;tm·nwnt:; can ht• dt·-





6.3 Peak Statistics 
As shown in Figure 6.1, letting v;t tll he the probability of such cros~in~s as 
·.p(l) crossing a particular level cp(l) =a from below to ahOV!' ill ilrt illiNVid or 
duration dt, we can sec that if there is a crossing, it. sath;fks [21J 
(l- tp(l) 
dt < cp(l) < ')0 ( ( . ') ,.._) 1.~,) 
From Figure 6.2, it shows 
Let dt --+ 0, we find 
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Frnllwr. f(llo i t !larrrJW-llilllll ..;1 at iiJ!Iitry ra11dolll process :-;uch as ship roll re-
o'IJ!JII!1''· t.lw r~Xjll'l"t.l'd Illlllllwr of p<·aks pn unit tinw above t h~~ level 'f(l.) =a is 
' 'fjllill t.o ''.,+" 0 Tl1'~ total ''XJH'cl.fod nrrr11fwr of pPaks j)('f rwit time abo\'P the level 
·,;'(/) = 0 is 11,; 0 ll<'tlfT fro111 the wlativc fn'qucncy definition of probability, it 
follows 1. h;r t. 
(6.28) 
Tlw pro!Jahility ,f,·nsity function for JH'aks is obtained by differentiation 
lntrodrwilll-!; t.lw PXpn·ssions ((i.J:q, (G:27) into above equation , we have 
wlll'r<' 
c - CL- JLt 
o.,a-
llt 
6.4 Results and Discussion 
6.4.1 Duffing's Equation 
(6.29) 
(6030) 
Tn illustrate t.lw n'sttll.s of t.he prr\'ious sections, we first show the solution of 
il particular nonlint•ar sysl('lll of the form of 
71 
Tabh• ().I : l'aranwll'rs ltl>l'd in 1111' c-alntlat io11 
-
Ca:;<'~ 11t II llu Ao :\, 
"" ~ A s ;-; 1 !0 ;) ., 
IJ 8 s 1 Ill :!0 •) r-=--(..' 1:! 1'2 1 10 :?0 •) 
(fi.:ll) 
l~quation (6.:31) is called /Jrt.f finy'.'l f'tfiWlion. It Ita:; an an;dyl.it'a) st.at.iun-
ary solution for the joint. proba.hility dl'nsity funcl iou, frorn wltil'h t.IH' illlalyt.ic;d 
solution oft he peak distribution can also IH' dt•riv<·cl ~~~], [:!:1]. 
Three test cases are carried out.. Tlw pa.r<UJI<'It•rs wwd in ('iH"h cas•• <In~ list(•d 
in Table 6.1. 
In case A, the ratio of lhe nonlirwar paramel.t•r 1\ 1 t.o l.lw lirwitr para.lll<'l.(•r 
.'\0 is 1/2. The 8th-order expansions of the joint probability distribution and l.lw 
pc11k distribution give good approximations of t.he l.nw solution:; a.:; indical.f'd in 
Figure G.:L 
When the nonlinear paramet1~r is twice the lirwar pil.rarru~t.(~r in l.lw ra.'l<: 11, 
the 8th-order expansion of the joint probahi li l.y d i stri but. ion st.i II ~i v.os <L ~ood 
approximation but the peak distrihut.ion approached to tlu: s;uru· ord .. r is uof. so 
good (see Figure 6.'1 ). 
In the cn.se C', when tht! ord<:r of the expilu~iou is illl"ff'it.'il:d t.o I~ whiiP roll 
paranwtcrs remain the same as that in the t:a.<;e IJ, the bot.h approximations for 
joint probability distribution aud peak distribution ilJ!n:<: V<'ry wdl t.o I.IH~ •:x;td. 
solutions as sho\o.,'n in Figure fi)). 
6.4.2 Measured Data 
Sr·c:ond sl.l~p to r!valuatr: the present method is to apply it to the analysis of 
ln<·asun•d roll data from ship rnodd tests and full scale ship measurcment:i. The 
sl.at.iouary solutions of the prohahility density functions p(~), p(<P) , Pa(a) arc 
c;1kulatPd using 8th-order expansion of trial functions. The histograms describing 
tlw sanw probability distribution arc also calculated from the measured data. 
For t.lw r•xpr~rirnent.al data of t.lw ship model :J66, the calculated probability dis-
tribution ancl t.he rc·lcvaut histograms are shown in Figures 6.6- 6.8. 1t shows that 
r.lw pn~:wut. method gives very good approximation of the probability distribution 
of ship roll motion. 
From I.Jw roll data measured on a full scale ship at sea, similar work is done. 
Thr~ good a~rer~nwnl. is also observed between the predicted probability distribu-
tiou and the histogra!n of measured date, as shown in Figures 6.9 - 6.11. 
From thc•se results, we can conclude that the present method is a good tool 
for t.he predict.iou of the probability distribution of ship roll motion. 
Tlw la.-;1. problem i:; to explain why the white excitation assumption can be 
w·wd without. causing uotablc losses on the accuracy of the prediction. The reason 
is t.hat. t.lw ship roll response is a. narrow band process. For such a process, it only 
n-sponscs t.o t.he excitation with the frequency ncar shir's natural frequency, so 
tlw J)()W<'r spt•drum of the excitation can be approximated by the constant. value 
of 1ht• powt•r spectrum at the ship's natural frequency. 
From prohnhility theory, if the excitation is nonwhite, but it can be generated 
as t.lll' n•sponsc of a lirwar ordinary differential equation driven by white noise, 
t hl' prohlem ran also l)(' solved by i\larkov approximation. 
I 
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Figure 6.1: A-level crosHing of TJ(<p) 
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Figure 6..1: Comparison bctweL'Il estimated and analytical probability distribution 
for C <tSl' B 
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Figure 6.5: Comparison hc·twccn esti111ated and analytical pruhahilit.y dist.rihut.ion 
for Case C 








Figure 6.6: Comparison beL ween estimated roll angle distrib1tl iou to tlw histogr;u11 
of mca..'iured data for Model 3G6 









Figuw G.7: Comparison between estimated roll velocity distribution to the his-
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Figure tl.S: Comp.1rison bctweL'II estimated p('ak distribution to the histogram of 
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Figure 6.9: Comparison het.w(•en est.imat.c•d roll angl1• dist ribution t.o t.lw his togram 
of mca.-;urcd data for full scale ship 
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Figure 6. 10: Comparison betWI!<!!l l!sl.irnated roll vdocity di l'it rihution l.o tl11! hiH· 
togram of measured data for full scale ship 









Fi!!;lll'<' (1.11: C'ompilrison between estimated peak distribution to the histogram 
l)f rtH'<L-;un.'d data for full scalP ship 
Chapter 7 
Conclusions 
A new method for the parauwtric id<•ttl.ifir;tl.ion of ship rollnwt.ion is propos•·• I. 
From the csti rna led roll paramell'l's, t lw prohahi I i t.y d ist.ri hu :.:·11ts of roll a n~lt·, roll 
velocity and the peaks of the roll motion arc cl1~riv<•d and cakulat<•d hy llllllll'l' · 
ical approximation. Thus, a systematic study of ship roll mol.ion hal·i<'rl t>r; tlw 
rncasu red roll data is gi vcu. 
From the theoretical basis of the proposed method ancl tlw n•sults it. ltas pro· 
duced so far, this new method shows !'lome advantages OV(~r otlter ( ~xistiug pam· 
metric identification methods for sit i p roll proh!f~ms. Tlw:;~ ! itd vmtf.;•g~ !s aw: 
1. The accuracy of the estimation of this nwtl,cHl is higher thau ~Willi' curn•ul. 
methods because it avoids one of t~w main sources of (•r·r(Jr, l.ll<LI. is llllflli'I'i,·;d 
differentiation of t.hc measured data.. The IIII!JJ<!rical iul.1!gration insl.r•ad of tilt' 
numerical dirfercntiation is used in the fl(!W mdltod to for1111llat.1~ l.ltP (•qwt.l.ion!-1 
for the parametric solution. As it : . .; WPII knowu, t.lw uunwric:d iul.l!grat.i<lll < ~ all 
smooth the noise in the measmcd data while tlu~ rtumcric:al dirf(~rent.iatiou l!ll1<1rg<:s 
it. 
2. The propo:;eu method docs not u<~ed sur.h a.<;sumplions ttSf!d i11 S(lfiH! mdla-
7!J 
so 
uds ;ts light. darnpin~, white noise excitation, and equivalent lineari?.ation, and 
tl!<'rc.fon! i I. does not place many restrictions on the form of roll equation. As long 
as t.li<! parameters cart be sepnrat.ed from the function of time, all the parameters 
r·;u• lu! estimated with higher accuracy. The parameters of nonlinear damping, 
noulilll'ar-time-derH'ndeul. restoring moment and the st~·cngth of excitation can be 
r•stinJal.f•d at. tiH! same time without iterations. 
J . 'I'IH! method doc':-; not need very long record for the parametric identification. 
In addition l.o abovc! ment.io11ed advantages, the method can be applied to the 
pn·dict.ion of roll parmnel.ers of a full scale ship at sea without knowing the wave 
nwasun·rrwnt.s, because all f•st.irnation is obtained from measured roll response 
only. 
A numerical approach was used to solve the probability distributions of ship 
roll motion from t.he cst.imat.c!d parameters. The calculated results of the proba-
bility distributions of roll angle, roll velocity and peaks of roll motion indicated 
sudt au approach \\-'as also satisfactory. 
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( .... ~)!I ( ;-1.;1 )s ( t=' )~ (:p:l)!l ( y~)l\ ( siu (l.~.:l):p )!'! (sin(wt)cp3 ) 8 
A= (y}~+"' (~I .PI h+m (l-~h+m (?3 h+m ('P5 h+m (sin(wt)cp)7+m ( sin(wt )rp3 h+m 
( '-; )9+m ( 91~1)B+m ( ;' )tHm ( :P3 )s+m ( 9 5 )s+m (sin ( wt )~P )s+m (sin(wt)rp3)8+m 
( ..f )I'!~ 2m (il?lh+zm (;ph+2m ( l'3 h+2m ( :P5 h+2m ( s.in ( r...:f )? );+2m ( sin(wt)rp3)7+2m 
{.-:int..,.:t)./;)o ( .-i 11 (01 1) )0 (..:;in ( nm t) )n (cos(f1It))o (cos(Omt))o 
( ... iul-...·/).;,)8 ( si11(n1 f) )8 (.c;in(f!mt) )s (cos(f!1t))8 (cos(flmt))s 
\ .-:i 11 (-...·f).;:;); +m ( ·" i 11 ( n tf) h +m (sin( S1mt) h+m ( cos{f21 t)h+m (cos(nmt))Hm 
( ·' i n(-·1)..,..-; lHr: ( ... in(01t))H.,. (sin(f2mt))S+m (cos(f2ti))s+m (cos( nm t) )s+m 
( ·'iII \ .. ·f) ./').;.._ .'•·• \ .'in(nt f) l-:--'-:!"' ($in(r!mt))-+2M ( ru.c;( nl f) h+2m (cos(f2mt) h+2m 
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Appendix B 
Expression for ft( GP,q) 
') 
.!_ ( (,'1'·'1) = 
iJl 
-c·oG'•-I,q- rl(/"- 2''1 - t't{fJ +I)(,'"·'/ 
-clo(,'P•'I-1- dl(,'''· 'l- ·2- dd'l +I )(,'1'·'1 
fl., f72 
- _;,(,'p-l.q - - [ ( ,·1•-1.•1-1 + ( q + 1 )( ,·1•-l,•lf·ll 
fJ] c. 
_ 1 ,0(,'~>·'~ _ 111 [G'll·'t-1 + ( q + I )(,'~>··d- 1 J 
-ll:t[(/P•'I-2 + ('l.q + I )(,'1'·'1 + (1/ + '2)(q +I )(,'l' o'l+"l] + ~t._:::_~(,'l'· 'l-1 
f1'J 
+~[r;r-Lq- 1 + (p +I )r,·,+l.~-~1 + ~[(,'fl·''-;! + (t, + I)(?·''] 
f]~ f1J 
+ e2[Gp- '.!,q-1 + ('2p + I)G''·"-1 + (Jl + '2)(p + I)G"-t-'2,•1-1] 
f]2 
+ C:s[(,'I'- :J,•,-1 + :!p(,•p-l.q-1 + :J(p + l):l(,'P+I.•I-1 + (p + :l)(/J + '2)(p _1_ 1 )(,'ld-:s,., - 1] 
fJ'). 
+ .~2 [Gp.q-3 + {2q + l)(,'P.•I-1 + (q + ~}('! + J)(,'Po'l+l j 
(j2 • 




( GP·'I = 0, if 1' < 0 or q < 0 or p > rn m· 1J ::.> n) 
Appendix C 





-~I odds :w:J :Hi!l :Hifi :Hi7 
--
- -- ---
Seal<• 1 : 1~ I :!J.l l:li.S I : I :l 
LWL(m) !.:·>!>I J.:Ufi ] , f}(i~ J.:IS~I 
BPam(m) 0 .;)07 O.!i-12 o . .r.on IJ..1!12 
Draft.(m) o.:t:!' 0.21!) 0. 20.1 ().( SH 
LCfl(m) -1.09 -(l.O!">~ -0.1 :iH -0.0!)1. 
~lass( kg) 1'10 f)!) (i!J.!) fi,l. ·I 
GM(m) at. OG=O O.O~ll 0 . 0:!:~ 0.0·1.1 0 . 0:1.~ 
w (r/s) at OG:::O 2. f 't :L27 :uH :IA .t'i 
o1 at OG=O 1.28:!2 -O.:J8f) I 0.202·1 l.mWH 
o:2 at OG=O -l.;J29:J -2.5HI -1.8102 -2.~(;);, 
Tal,le C.2: CcnNal particulars of a full scale ship I Vl'ssd ~ iiHII~ 
Typl' of Vessel 
LPugth Bdw<'cn Pcrp(•nclicular 
Brr·adth Moulded 
I kpth Mou ldf'd 
SIIIIIJII('r Load Draft 
Displacement at. S.L. W.L. 
Lightship WPight 
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Figure C.l: Body plan of Mocld 363 
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